
Minutes: Tadworth & Walton Tree Warden Meeting Saturday 
28th October 2017 : Copley Way 

Attendees:  

Patricia Brookwick, Gillian Hein, Adrian Allen, Lisa Geelhood, Judy Lumley,  

Apologies: 

Geoff Hewitt, Jill Bockmeulen 

Annual Surrey Tree Warden Meeting Update 

We discussed the recent meeting, which was attended by PB and GH, it was a good turnout with over 100 

people attending from Surrey.   

CAVAT:  Chris Nolan from the Epping Forrest District gave a talk on CAVAT (Capital Asset Value of 

Amenity Trees), a tree evaluation system.  CAVAT values each tree within a selected area assessing how 

much each tree matters via the Town & Country Act Section 197 & 198.  One example of its use is to 

create a duty to protect trees and a power to make tree preservation orders.  He talked about using the value 

of the tree to make developers place a bond, to the agreed value on each protected tree within a 

development area, to be returned only when the development is fully completed and the trees that were 

bonded confirmed to have survived unscathed.  The system was used during recent development within the 

Elephant & Castle area. 

Treezilla: Treezilla was discussed again, the Open University project for the recoding of trees 

throughout Britain.  Each TWTW has been asked to record and upload data for ten trees of their choice, to 

the Treezilla website, before the end of 2017. Choose a particular area to start your study, it could be your 

road, garden, a local woodland or park etc.  Recording sheets will be emailed to each member.  You will 

need to register on the Treezilla website in order to record your trees, once you are registered full 

information on how to proceed is provided, see www.treezilla.org.   If you are still unsure please contact 

PB.  

OTHER: It was suggested that we arrange a meeting with Guy Stevens, RBBC Tree Officer, to learn 

about TPO’s.  It might be possible for a small group of us to visit him on site to learn about this process.  

GH to write to Guy Stevens to investigate. 



Tree Dressing Day 3rd December 2017 2-4pm  

Update 

Format of the event: 

The woodland path will be lined with paper lanterns, and tree branched hung with bunting, tea light 

lanterns and lights.  We will decorate some of the trees and bunting the day before the event.  

Raffle Tickets will be available upon entry, two people selling these, suggest GH and Roger Brookwick. 

The first stop will be a ‘make your decoration here’ table for children who haven’t arrived prepared with a 

decoration.  A table will be set up for this purpose with leaf stencils, crayons etc. to make rubbings.  These 

will be threaded with string and made ready to hang.  Stickers will also be given out to children from here. 

Two people will man the stall, LG has volunteered and one other tbc. 

The second stop will be the refreshment table where donations may be made for Mulled Cider, Hot Squash, 

Biscuits & Cakes etc.  There will be two tables here, one facing the front to serve visitors and a table 

behind for the preparation of the mulled cider.  A bucket will be available for donations.  Three people will 

be working here, GH, JB and one other tbc.  Any volunteers to make Christmas tree shaped shortbreads etc. 

greatly appreciated, please let PB know if you are making something and quantity.  

The third stop will be the tree planting demonstration.  We are hoping that Vic Broad, Leader of RBBC, 

will open the session with a few words about the event., PB to enquire.   PB will then introduce Tim 

George who will then provide the planting demonstration and say a few words about trees in general.  

There will be a Q& A session. One person will be assisting here initially, tbc.  

There will then be a mad rush when the tree and bunting will be decorated – help required from everyone to 

hang the decorations.  

Lastly the raffle will be drawn by a member of the audience, prizes awarded and the event will then close.  

Advertising:  The event will be advertised as widely as possible, it was suggested that we look again 

into the option of having a banner made for the gates of the Jubilee Woodland, PB to look into this.  It was 

also suggested that the entrance be marked with balloons to help people find the venue. In the event of 

heavy rain a scaled down version of the event will happen, basically focusing on the planting of the tree.   

Any candle light holders available to loan to us for the event would be greatly appreciated, please notify PB 



if you have some.  

We will prepare as much as possible on Saturday 2nd December and lock the gates before leaving, GH/JB to 

confirm padlock available.   

Update on Phase Three Street Tree Planting 

We gained second place in the Tesco Bags of Help scheme and won an award of £2,000 towards our street 

tree project. The trees to be planted in Phase 3 have been plotted on the SCC maps, along with the specie 

detail, and returned to the Council.  We await their approval to proceed and the issue of the planting 

licence. It is hoped that the tree purchase order will be placed in November and that the planting will take 

place in December 17. The funding detail was confirmed at: £8,296.00 (£2,000 Tesco, £6,000 Pfeizer, £296 

RA).  PB confirmed that an application had been made to the Big Lottery Fund in the hope of gaining a 

grant for Phase Four of the project in 2018.  LG asked for the verge by her house, along the Dorking Road, 

to be considered for the next round.  GH will write to the Conservators to enquire about this.  

Shelvers Hill Project 

We wait to hear if the three Silver Birch trees planned for planting within this scheme will be approved by 

SCC.  We then aim to tackle the area in Spring 2018.  The hedges will be tidied, borders planted and the 

area generally smartened up.  PB to see if the stumps and dead trees can be removed prior to the TWTW 

work taking place.  

Items of Interest 

25 Remarkable Trees:  PB advised that Alligator Pear had taken 20 of the Remarkable Trees of 

Surrey Booklets retailing at £4.99.  They make for a great stocking filler and will hopefully do well.   

TWTW Facebook Page:  The site has been set up, please visit it, ‘like it’ and add some comments.  

If you are able to get any of your FB friends to visit the page too that would be great!  Simply enter 

Tadworth & Walton Tree Wardens into your browser or find it @tadworthwaltontreewardens.  It would be 

good to get our Tree Dressing event advertised through this media.  

Verge Cutting:  Verge Cutting has finished for the year and will re-commence in March 2018.  JL 

asked about leaf litter collection, PB to provide contact details.  

Gods Trees by Julian Evans – recommended by JL as a great tree book.  Day 1 Publications 2014. 



School Talks – PB to find out about the potential of talking to schools about trees and what we do.  

25 Trees for Children – LG suggested the idea of creating a small booklet for children about the 

benefit of trees.  We will investigate this and come up with some suggestions for the next meeting.  

 

Next Meeting:  Next meeting date to be confirmed but will be in February 2018  

 


